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Solution: Examity

Provider: Examity

Examity's platform, spanning ID verification and online proctoring, includes seamless LMS integration, comprehensive
reporting, and industry leading 24/7/365 technical and customer support. With a strong emphasis on flexibility, Examity
allows instructors to select the appropriate level of security (from automated through to live) for each unique situation.
Examity is uniquely positioned to meet the needs of Edge Members.

Multimodal Proctoring:Multimodal Proctoring:  Examity’s solution provides instructors with the flexibility to select the modality (automated

through to live) that best fits their needs – whether they are managing a quiz, a midterm, or a final exam.

Extensive Integration Expertise:Extensive Integration Expertise:  Examity’s developed a true expertise for implementation through our work with

hundreds of clients. We support and integrate with all commercial and proprietary learning management systems.

Premium Support Services:Premium Support Services:  Examity’s support is unmatched. We have a robust support structure in place to address

any and all student concerns. Our team of over 1,400 helpful experts, provides students with 24/7/365 support

through online chat, email, and phone, giving them the freedom to contact us however they feel the most

comfortable.

Efficiency and Scale:Efficiency and Scale: Examity’s superior ability to scale, while maintaining the highest level of support and

efficiencies, is the reason we are the market leader. It is an absolute necessity when providing proctoring and

something that our competitors have not been able to replicate. It is also the reason why we can proctor over two

million exams per year and still have an average wait time of less than one minute, the lowest in the industry. 

Robust Reporting:Robust Reporting:  Examity provides one-touch access to reporting and analytics. From student satisfaction to

violation reports and video files, our reporting provides you with the information you need to immediately assess

and address student activity.

Contract Highlights
$5,000 implementation fee is waived

Discounted pricing for exams

Progressive shared discount structure based upon the aggregate volume of exams proctored - across all Edge

members and EdgeMarket participants.

To Inquire

For more information, or to request a copy of the master agreement, contact: info@njedge.net

Procurement Information and Documents

See Online Exam Proctoring

EdgeMarket Contract Identification Number (ECIN)

There are two ECINs for this contract: 



269EMCPS-20-003-CP-EXA 269EMCPS-20-003-CP-EXA - EdgeMarket Cooperative Pricing System (available for use nationally)

269EMCPS-20-003-LA-EXA269EMCPS-20-003-LA-EXA  - NJEdge.Net, Inc. as Lead Agency (for New Jersey public sector entities)

When you utilize this agreement:

Please be sure to include the appropriate ECIN all purchase orders for goods or services purchased pursuant to this

contract vehicle, and ensure that the vendor include the same ECIN on relevant invoices.

Please complete the EdgeMarket: Notice of Use of EdgeMarket Agreement  form.


